
Office of Vocation 

 

Dear Friends: 

 

The Office of Vocation ensures faithful, well-equipped, and effective ministry personnel, where 

applicants are encouraged, candidates for vocational ministry grow in learning and competency 

and where allegations of ministry personnel misconduct are dealt with quickly and fairly and action 

taken for the well-being of ministry personnel and communities of faith. 

 

As part of the first part of this mandate, the Atlantic Candidacy Board assesses all applicants and 

candidates for ministry and supports them through the Candidacy Pathway process. They meet 

monthly via zoom to conduct interviews and make decisions.  

 

The members of the Atlantic Candidacy Board are:  

Sally Shaw (Chair)         

Brenda Andrews (Secretary)        

Jane Johnson         

Kevin Cox   

Simbarashe Mazhara  

Elizabeth Stevenson  

Ettie Gordon-Murray      

Sheila Gallant  

Margaret Ann Plant  

Annika Sangster  

Adekunle Adeniyi   

 

We are also well served by a number of guest interviews and chaplains.  

 

As this is a General Council year; there will be a new board in the fall. I want to thank the current 

members of the board whose term is coming to an end. They began as members of a brand-new 

way of working with those seeking ministry. They forged ahead, finding ways to work together, 

setting norms and patterns, navigating the new structure and making the new process their own. 

Like all of us they were forced to adapt their work in the face of Covid restrictions. Their 

dedication, good humour, wisdom, faithfulness and honesty in helping candidates and applicants 

discern their call has been outstanding and the church has been well served.  

 

In particular I want to thank Sally Shaw who has served as Chair of the Candidacy Board since its 

inception. She has held the board together, kept the focus on the task at hand, and above all showed 

exemplary care for candidates and applicants and for the church as a whole.  Thank you Sally. 

 

The number of candidates in the three Atlantic Regions are as follows: 

Region Total Diaconal DLM Ordained 

FDEE 6  3 3 

FSLDW 8 1 2 5 

15 16 1  15 

Totals 30    



 

Of the 30 candidates in our region 15 are in appointments and 13 are doing Supervised ministry 

appointments. 

 

This year there are two ordinations; April Hart and Rick Gunn (Region 15) and one DLM 

recognition; James Martin Carter (FDEE). 

 

My colleague Karen Medland and I are now hosting a podcast called It’s Your Call. Every two 

weeks we interview someone about their call to ministry. We have had some wonderful 

conversations with ministers called to all sorts of interesting ministries. It is a great tool for anyone 

who might be discerning a call to ministry: 

https://open.spotify.com/show/6VwiRjP03j4SxJaEZgvPSg?si=2a270f42532c445b  

 

In 2021, we were able to partner with Vancouver School of Theology to offer an online Ministry 

of Supervision course that was attended by over 40 prospective supervisors.  

 

Oversight and discipline of ministry personnel 

 

The Office of Vocation is identifying a pattern amongst the ministry personnel that come before 

the Remedial Committee – of the 34 cases, they are predominantly male ministry personnel (80%) 

with little collegial support, serving where there is no system of constructive feedback within the 

community of faith or beyond it, and where there was reluctance to seek help from the wider 

church early enough. Areas of growth typically identified for directed programs are self 

management and relationship management (emotional intelligence), understanding the community 

of faith as an emotional system, using ministerial power appropriately and developing expertise in 

conflict management. Engaging conversations are happening regarding how these skills might be 

developed earlier in ministry formation or as part of ongoing continuing education. 

 

I have had many vocational conversations with clergy across the three Atlantic regions and am 

continually thankful for the dedicated service of our ministers. I am also acutely aware of how 

difficult it has been to minister during a pandemic and it has taken a significant toll on the mental, 

spiritual and physical health of our ministry personnel.  

 

The Office of Vocation takes seriously its responsibilities with respect to ensuring standards for 

accreditation are being met. These include annual declaration of criminal charges and mandatory 

training. Each year there are fewer ministry personnel failing to be in compliance with filing the 

annual declaration.  

 

 

https://open.spotify.com/show/6VwiRjP03j4SxJaEZgvPSg?si=2a270f42532c445b

